
Chloe Marquez, Age 11 

Spider Chloe 

 

          Spider CHLOE was the spider Woman in the state of New 

York. Everyone for 10,000 Miles around knew Spider Chloe and 

loved to tell and retell stories of her amazing feat. 

 

   Now one day spider Chloe went to visit Evil Penny. Evil Penny 

has been having big problems with EATING PEOPLES FOOD AND 

TAKES UP A LOT TIME IN THE BATHROOM! WAKES 

EVERYONE UP BECAUSE SHE GOING BE LATE TO 

SOMETHING OR GOES AND COMPLAIN TO POLICE MOM 

BECAUSE SOMEONE DID SOMETHING LITTLE AND IT ISN’T 

THAT BIG!! 

 

Evil Penny explained her problem. That was all it took. Right away, 

so spider chloe goes and gets something that will prove to police 

MOM that Evil Penny is quilty. So Spider Chloe went to spy on evil 

penny’s house and got inside and hid and wait!! Then after a few 

hours Penny came and sat down and watch TV, few minutes after 

she went and got in the shower and then spider chloe got a timer 

and Penny going in the bathroom and keeped the camera facing 

the door. Then spider chloe went and talked to penny’s neighbors 

and recorded them and told them if she woke them up because she 

was running late and they all said YES MA’AM!! Then Spider Chloe 

left and went back and when she saw the timer it was almost  3 

HOUR! Then evil penny got out and it was 3 HOURS and 40 

MINUTES! Chloe needed one more thing, and so she left and she 

was walking around New York and saw Evil PENNY and she was 

eating people’s food! 

 

     So then spider Chloe recorded it and showed it to Police MOM 

and Evil Penny was grounded for a long time! And back at it again 

SPIDER CHLOE saved the day again.                                               

                                      THE END                                         


